**Tract 1-22 KC (Rollin' on the River Sale) -- Kimberly Clark Wildlife Area**

Parts of: NW 1/4, SW 1/4, SE 1/4, Section 27, T38N R2W, Price County (Town of Flambeau)

**Aspen Coppice Area (36 acres)**

Area bounded by red paint, blue paint, improved road, and woods road. Harvest all trees 2" dbh and larger except for: 1) hemlock, 2) white pine, 3) oak (red and bur/white), 4) butternut, 5) hawthorn, and 6) green marked trees.
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- Seasonal Restriction (Harvest only from Sept 16 to May 14)
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**Sale Administrator**

Steve Lorenz
(608) 215-9631
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*This map is not a survey of the actual boundary of any property this map depicts.*